Dead Mans Bluff

Daniel Knott was a bad farmer and a
worse husband. When his charred remains
are found among the burnt-out farm
buildings, the police feel the solution to the
tragedy will be close at hand. That is,
until another body is found It may have
been identified as an agricultural salesman
who had dodgy business dealings with
Knott, but local Inspector Clayton is far
from convinced. Against his superiors
orders, Clayton digs deeper into the case.
What he discovers will tear initial
suspicions, and the local community, into
pieces Dead Mans Bluff is an intriguing
mystery with a cunning legal twist that will
shock, surprise and delight readers in equal
measure.
Praise for Roderic Jeffries A
first-rate whodunit turning on the
resourcefulness of a country gentleman
who exploits the process of the law to
delay its action. Author on the top of his
legal and social form. Francis Goff, Sunday
Telegraph Tension builds up and there are
two exciting court scenes. Roderic Jeffries
established a very high reputation for
himself in the field of the legal thriller with
Exhibit No. Thirteen and Dead Against the
Lawyers. Once again he has used a little
known quirk of the law, and woven round
it an enthralling story of immense
intricacy. Maurice Richardson, Observer
The resulting legal intricacies make
fascinating reading. Hester Makeig,
Spectator First-class, smoothly told, fine
court scenes and sketches of lawyers
entirely absorbing. John Clarke, Evening
Standard
The most ingenious of Mr.
Jeffriess exercises in legal trickery. Julian
Symons, Sunday Times
Good court
scenes; very competent. Peter Dickinson,
Punch
...is for the mystery story
connoisseur and particularly the man who
can appreciate this ingenious exercise in
legal trickery. Police World
Roderic
Jeffries was born in London in 1926 and
went to sea in 1943. Six years later he left
that trade to become a lawyer. He again
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changed profession to become a writer.
Since 1951, he has written over one
hundred and sixty novels under his own
name and several other pseudonyms. He
began his career by writing books featuring
his fathers character, Blackshirt, a popular
detective whose adventures have appeared
in print for many decades. In time Jeffries
branched out and began to write a variety
of mystery novels under his own name and
several pen names, including Peter Alding
and Jeffrey Ashford. Endeavour Press is
the UKs leading independent digital
publisher. For more information on our
titles please sign up to our newsletter at
www.endeavourpress.com. Each week you
will receive updates on free and discounted
ebooks.
Follow
us
on
Twitter:
@EndeavourPress and on Facebook via
http://on.fb.me/1HweQV7. We are always
interested in hearing from our readers.
Endeavour Press believes that the future is
now.

Dead Mans Bluff (original title Zhmurki also released in English as Blind Mans Bluff) is a Russian 2005 crime black
comedy directed by Aleksey Balabanov.Dead Mans Bluff is a 2005 Russian black comedy/crime film derected by
Aleksei Balabanov. Sergei and Simon have to deliver a suitcase full of heroin to That conundrum ran through my
thoughts throughout Aleksei Balabanovs Russian New Wave crime movie Dead Mans Bluff, which is ironic,Buy Dead
Mans Bluff: Read 8 Movies & TV Reviews - . - 17 min - Uploaded by CaptureRaptureWe play Zombie Army Trilogys
horde mode on the map Dead Mans Bluff. Please Comedy Photos. Nikita Mikhalkov, Dmitriy Dyuzhev, and Vladik
Tolochko in Blind Mans Bluff (2005) Add Image See all 2 photos . Learn moreDrama Blind Mans Bluff Poster. Four
years ago, professor Thomas Booker was plunged into a world of darkness, blinded by an accident that robbed him of
his sight, hisBlind mans bluff is a version of poker that is unconventional in that each person sees the cards of all players
except their own. The standard version is simply - 111 min - Uploaded by Bart RobertsDead Mans Bluff with English
subtitles is a 2005 Russian black comedy/crime film derected Play outdoor family games together by learning the rules
to Blind Mans Bluff. Mime & Dead Mans Bluff. I looked on all the street signs i could come across and didnt see dead
mans bluff on any of them.. Where is itBlind Mans Bluff: The Untold Story of American Submarine Espionage [Sherry
Sontag, Christopher Drew, Annette Lawrence Drew] on . *FREE*Western Dead Mans Bluff Poster. Panic hits Diablo
and the citizens make a run on the bank over worries of solvency. Afraid he will be exposed as a counterfeiter,
thePlayers can choose to use one or two cards against their opponents, discard and draw a new card, or bluff. A player
can bluff as long as they have at least oneBlind mans buff or blind mans bluff is a variant of tag in which the player who
is It is blindfolded. The traditional name of the game is blind mans buff, where
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